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In the early 1970s, as automated teller machines (ATMs)
were beginning to grow in popularity, some states in
stituted mandatory sharing laws, whereby ATM-owning
banks were required to share their ATMs with any other
bank that wished to do so. It was perceived that ATM
technology was subject to significant economies of scale,
and it was thought that these laws would increase small
bank customers' access to ATM services. Empirical tests
in this paper reject the hypothesis that mandatory sharing
increases the level of ATM services for small bank cus
tomers and show that mandatory sharing may in some
cases decrease the level of ATM services for all bank
customers. It also is shown that, under certain conditions,
branching restrictions may have negative effects on the
supply ofATM services.

Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco

In the early 1970s the automated teller machine (ATM)
was introduced, enabling people to perform banking trans
actions such as cash withdrawals, deposits, balance in
quiries, and interaccount transfers without the aid of a
human teller. By the mid-1970s, banks had started sharing
ATMs, allowing other banks' customers access to their
machines.' Beginning at this time, too, certain states
instituted mandatory sharing laws, which required that any
ATM-owning institution share its off-premise machines for
a "reasonable fee" with any other financial institution in
the state that wanted to share. The intent of such laws was
to ensure that customers of small banks would have access
to ATMs, despite ATM systems being subject to signifi
cant economies of scale. In this paper, I will investigate
whether there is any empirical evidence that mandatory
sharing laws have been successful in this regard.

I will begin with a general discussion of the market for
ATM services, economies of scale in ATM networks, and
the legal environment surrounding ATMs before proceed
ing to the empirical analysis.
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I. The Demand for and Supply of ATM Services

The Demand for ATM Services

According to one estimate, 137.7 million ATM cards
were outstanding in July 1988.2 Estimatesof the percent
age of households thatownat leastoneATM cardrunfrom
45 percent" to 54 percent.4 The group that reports the 54
percent figure states that, as a comparison, 76 percent of
households have at least one credit card." ATM use has
been increasing overtime, andnow, forthe first time, more
than 50 percent of all cardholders use their cards at least
once a month.6

Whether a customerof a particular bank will choose to
obtain transactions services from an ATM or a teller par
tially will depend on the direct charges the customer faces
when using the two procedures. For example, a customer
may face a choice between paying 25 cents to use the
bank's ATM or paying 10cents to cash a check through a
teller.7

In addition to the levels of direct ATM and teller use
charges, the convenience of using an ATM versus a teller
will influence a bank customer's decision. Whether a
particular customer will choose an ATM or a teller will
depend on such factors as the value of the time and the
effort that the customerneedsto contributein order to get
to and use an ATM or a teller. The decision also will
depend on the customer's attitudes and tastes regarding,
for example, computers versus human interaction.

Apparently, age and income are determining factors in
the choice between ATMs and human tellers. A typical
ATMuser is under40 and usesan ATM threeto fourtimes
a month, on average. Very heavy ATM users, those who
use the machines as often as three times a weekor more
are apt to be between 18 and 24 years of age." A 1986
survey revealed that the percentage of families with less
than $10,000 in yearly income that owned ATM access
cards was 32 percent. This percentage increased with
income,up to60 percentforthoseearning$50,000or more
a year. However, the survey also revealed that those fam
ilies in the lowest and highest incomecategories were the
most frequent users of ATMs, at least for the purpose of
withdrawing cash.?

The Supply of ATM Services

ATM industryobservers have citedat leasttworeasonsa
bank mightchooseto offerATM servicesto its customers.
First, banksmayintroduce ATMs to increasemarketshare.
In a market where ATMs are not prevalent, or ATM
networks are not extensive, a bank may be able to differ
entiate its services from those of other banks and thereby
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attract new customers. For example, one East Coast bank
attributes the increase in its statewide share of checking
andNOW accounts from16percentin 1984 to 19 percentin
1988 to its extensive ATM network. An executive vice
presidentof the bank claims that the ATM network is one
of the twofactors peoplemention mostoftenas reasons for
banking with that bank.10

This bank's experience raises the possibility that some
banks may adopt ATMs evenif the per transaction cost is
higherwith ATMs than with tellers. ATMs raise the value
of transactions servicesby, forinstance, lowering the" time
tax" that customers face whentheycarryout banktransac
tions. If this attracts new customers, it can lead to econo
mies of scale in some other aspect of bank operations
besidestransactions services. However, giventhe ubiquity
of ATMs, it seemsunlikely that this is the primarymeans
by which ATMs increase profitability for most banks.

A second, and more important, reason banks might
choose to install ATMs is that, above a certain level of
operations, the cost of a single transaction performed at an
ATM potentially is less than the cost of a transaction
conductedat a teller window. II This is because ATMs are
capableof handlingmoretransactions per unitof timethan
are tellers.

However, AllenBergerhas found that thecostper dollar
withdrawn is significantly higher for ATM withdrawals
than for withdrawals conducted at a teller window. 12 This
is because ATMs are sufficiently more convenient than
te~lers that customers tend to makemorefrequent trips and
withdraw smaller amounts each time than they would if
they had to use tellers. Despite this, ATMs still are
attractive to banks as long as the price per transaction is
lowerand banks are able to cover the cost of transactions
by charging transactions fees.

The per-transaction cost of ATMs apparently is subject
to significant economies of scale, due to the relatively high
fixed cost of installing and operating an ATM system.
Purchasing and installing an ATM costs about $25,000
to $30,000. Moreover, armored car services and data
processing can add$200,000 a yearto theoperating costof
an ATM system.P In light of these high fixed costs,
Walker (1980) estimated that economies of scale associ
ated with ATM transactions in a network of ATMs are
realized up to at least 43,600 transactions per month per
ATM.14 This number should be interpreted with some
caution, however, because Walker's cost data were from
early 1974, a time when sharing of ATMs was not very
prevalent. Therefore, this may be a better measure of
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economies of scale for proprietary ATM networks that are
used by only one bank's customers than for shared ATM
systems.

Shared ATM Networks

Some have claimed that the economies of scale in ATM
systems help to explain the rise of shared ATM networks.
A shared network is a collection of ATMs that are owned
by different banks but can be used by any customer of any
bank in the network. IS By spreading the fixed cost associ
ated with ATMs over transactions initiated by customers of
many different banks, a shared network can take advantage
of economies of scale.

Shared networks also may be attractive because they
increase the convenience of ATMs by enabling a given
bank's customers to carry out banking transactions over a
wider geographic area than would be possible with a
proprietary network." This factor may be particularly
attractive to banks in states that place geographic restric
tions on branching and the placement of ATMs.

Statistics show that ATMs more often than not are
shared, and that customers take advantage of shared ma
chines. In 1987, 75 percent of the banks that operated
ATMs shared them with other institutions,'? and in 1988,
90 percent of the ATM terminals in the U.S. were shared
with at least one other institution. IS A 1986 survey found
that about 28 percent of families with ATM cards used
another institution's ATMs.19 ATM sharing also has been
growing over time, as shown in Table 1.20

It is important to note, moreover, that banks form shared
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networks even in states that do not require sharing. In 1983,
23 states had mandatory sharing laws, yet every state had
banks or other financial institutions that belonged to shared
networks.

Banks that participate in a shared network pay fees to the
network owners to cover the various costs of the network's
operation. These costs include the costs of transferring
"foreign" transactions, those transactions that are carried
out by one bank's customers on another bank's ATMs.
Such transactions are commonly sent through a central
"switch," in which case the ATM-owning institution pays
a "switch fee" to the network. In addition, "interchange
fees" are paid by the card-issuing bank to the ATM
owning bank.

The fees charged by a given network depend on two
countervailing factors. On the one hand, economies of
scale associated with high transactions volume should help
to keep network fees low. There appears to be some
evidence that networks do, in fact, pass on cost savings
resulting from economies of scale. For instance, the Ameri
can Banker recently reported that increased transaction
volume at many of the nation's largest regional networks
has enabled them to reduce fees to network members. Last
year, interchange fees averaged 15 to 20 cents per transac
tion, but are now running around five to 10 cents."

On the other hand, network costs may rise as the number
of network members rises, and this could partially offset
cost savings from economies of scale in transaction vol
ume. As the number of network members rises, costly
telecommunications technology is needed, and negotiat-
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ing costs and the costs associated with settling accounts
among institutions also rise. Given that networks with
high transaction volume also may have many members, it
is not surprising that some fees apparently do not vary
much with transactions volume. As Table 2 shows, the
average switch fee across five different volume classes is
very close to 20 cents a transaction.

These observations suggest that the marginal cost of
adding a small bank to a shared network could outweigh
the marginal benefit this bank would contribute by way of
increased transaction volume. As a result, even with the
existence of sharing, small banks are less likely than are
large banks to own and operate ATMs. Table 3 shows that,
indeed, relatively few small banks own and operate ATMs,
and the small banks that do own ATMs own fewer termi
nals, on average, than do larger banks.

1,000
or More

99.0%

.8
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II. Mandatory Sharing Laws and ATM Branching Laws
The discussion in the preceding section suggests that the

economics of shared ATM networks discourages the par
ticipation of smaller banks. The perception that smaller
banks have more limited access to shared ATM networks
may explain why a number of states have adopted manda
tory sharing laws. Table 4 shows that as of September
1983, 23 states had instituted some sort of mandatory
sharing, whereby banks must share their ATMs with any
other in-state financial institution that wishes to do so and
is willing to pay a reasonable fee.22

Many of the mandatory sharing statutes do not specify
the level of payments which may "reasonably" be required
of banks wishing to join a network. This is an important
issue because it has implications not only for whether small

banks join networks, but also for whether the incentives to
form networks diminish with mandatory sharing.

Where legally imposed sharing requirements exist in
other institutional contexts, courts have ruled that new
members had to be admitted on the same terms applicable
to the preexisting members, and that "open admissions"
and "equal treatment" are called for.> Since many man
datory sharing laws predate the widespread formation of
shared networks, the open admissions and equal treatment
provisions are the most relevant of the three principles.
Unfortunately, these provisions have been defined only
vaguely by the courts. Nevertheless, they seem to imply
that sharing requirements preclude discriminatory fees and
fee schedules.
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Thus, the "reasonable fee" clause in mandatory sharing
statutes may prohibit shared ATM networks from imposing
surcharges on banks that contribute too few transactions to
the network. Coupled with the open admission provision,
this pricing approach likely would increase the number of
small banks with access to ATM machines. However, the
addition of these banks likely would decrease efficiency
and increase network fees for all members, large and
small, since the marginal cost of these banks' membership
would outweigh the marginal benefits they contribute.

There is another problem with the "reasonable fee"
provision; that is, it is difficult to determine what rate of
return on risk taking in shared networks ought to be
incorporated into the reasonable fee. Baxter, Cootner, and
Scott (1977) argue that regulators are likely to underesti
mate the degree of risk faced ex ante by network founders,
and are thus likely to underestimate the appropriate rate of
retum.>' Ex post, the successful networks to which new
members will wish to gain access will appear to the
regulator not to have faced extraordinary risk, these critics
maintain. Therefore, according to this argument, rates of

return and compensating fees will be set too low. In
expectation of this outcome, banks in mandatory sharing
states will be discouraged from forming shared ATM
networks.

The Justice Department's view on mandatory sharing is
consistent with this line of reasoning. The Department
argues that mandatory sharing "undercuts in advance any
incentive to innovate, creating a 'free rider' problem with
respect to initial risk-taking."25 Other observers note that
mandatory sharing may introduce an additional free rider
problem simply by allowing banks to join in after the
initial capital costs have been borne by the original ATM
installing bank or network members. 26

Other state laws pertaining to ATMs include those that
set the geographic limits for off-premise ATMs within
states. A list of these statutes can be found in Table 4. Note
that all of the states that have constraints on ATM place
ment also constrain the geographic expansion of tradi
tional branches. However, not all unit banking or limited
branching states limit ATM placement.

III. A Model of the Market for ATM Transactions

where BANK SIZE is the size of the bank in terms of
number of depositors, ATM LAWS are laws governing
ATMs, including mandatory sharing laws, and BRANCH
ING LAWS are laws governing traditional branching. 27
As bank size decreases, the cost of ATM transactions rises.
For any given bank, however, this may be modified by the
existence of mandatory sharing laws, other ATM laws or
branching laws. I will test the hypothesis that mandatory
sharing mitigates the negative effects of a decrease in bank
size. The possible effects of other ATM laws and of
branching laws will be discussed in more detail in the next
section.

The aggregate demand for ATM transactions should
depend on the population, its income, and its age. It should
also depend on the price of ATM transactions and on the
number of traditional branches and main bank offices
available. The aggregate demand for ATM transactions is
given by:

DEMAND = d(POP, PER CAPITA INCOME,
AGE, OFFICES, PRICE OF
ATM TRANSACTIONS), (3)

As noted in the preceding section, mandatory sharing
may increase small bank customers' access to ATM serv
ices, but also may make sharing more costly for all network
participants, thereby decreasing the level of ATM services
for all customers. To empirically test whether mandatory
sharing laws have increased the supply of ATM services to
small bank customers, I develop the following model of the
supply of ATM transactions, which includes mandatory
sharing as an explanatory variable.

The supply of ATM transactions will depend on the cost
of ATM transactions and the price of ATM transactions. It
may also depend on the banking market structure in the
sense that a less competitive banking market will yield a
lower supply of ATM transactions.

The aggregate supply of ATM transactions thus is
given by:

SUPPLY = s(BANKS, COST OF ATM
TRANSACTIONS, STRUCTURE, PRICE
OF ATM TRANSACTIONS), (1)

where s is a continuous function, BANKS is the number of
banks, and STRUCTURE indicates the bank market struc
ture. The aggregate supply of ATM transactions depends
positively on the number of banks and negatively on the
cost to each of those banks of providing ATM transactions.
It depends positively on the price of ATM transactions.

The cost of ATM transactions, in turn, is given by:

COST = c(BANK SIZE, ATM LAWS,
BRANCHING LAWS), (2)
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where POP is population, AGE is the mean age of the
population and OFFICES is the number of bank offices
(main offices plus branches). Aggregate demand will
depend positively on population and per capita income and
negatively on the mean age. It also will depend negatively
on the number of bank offices, since these are a substitute
forATMs, and negatively on the price of using an ATM.

This model was given a log-linear specification, and the
resulting reduced form, derived in the Appendix, is:

ATM transactions = Bl + B2*POP + B3*PCINC +
B4*BANKS + B5*BRANCHES
+ B6*MAND + B7*ATMLIM
+ B8*(MAND)(BANKS)
+ B9*(ATMLIM)(BANKS)
+ BlO*(UNIT)(BANKS)
+ Bll*(LIM)(BANKS)
+ B12*CONC + B13*UNIT
+ BI4*LIM + Z (4)

where,

POP = population
PCINC = per capita income,
BANKS = number of banks,
BRANCHES = number of bank branches,
MAND is a binary variable indicating the presence or

absence of mandatory sharing,
ATMLIM is a binary variable indicating the presence or

absence of limitations on "branching by ATM,"
UNIT is a binary variable indicating the presence or

absence of unit banking,
LIM is a binary variable indicating the presence or

absence of limited branching,
CONC = the degree of concentration of the statewide

banking market,
Z is a normally distributed error term with mean

zero, and
Bl - B14 are coefficients to be estimated.

Data and Regression Specification

To determine the effect of mandatory sharing laws, I
estimate the reduced form given in equation (4) for a cross
section of 50 states, using two different proxies for the
number ofATM transactions. Data on monthly transaction
volumes by state are not available. Although data on
monthly transaction volumes are available for each net
work, these data are not useful for measuring the effects of
mandatory sharing laws. Sharing laws affect ATM transac
tions initiated by customers of only the banks within a
given state, while transactions on shared networks fre
quently involve banks that are located outside the state in
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question. As a result, I tried two different proxies for
transaction volume, the total number of ATM debit cards in
each state in 1987,28and the number of ATMs in each state
in 1987.29

The first regression uses the number of ATM cards as the
dependent variable. Population, per capita income, the
number ofbanks , and the number of bank branches in 1987
are all included in the regression as explanatory vari
ables.P? Increases in population and per capita income
should increase the aggregate demand for ATM cards.
Increases in the number of bank branches should decrease
demand for ATM cards, since traditional branches are to
some extent substitutes for ATMs.

Variations in the number of banks, holding population
and per capita income constant, should be negatively
related to variations in the average size of banks, in terms
of number of depositors. It is expected that states with
banks that are larger on average, in terms of number of
depositors, will have more ATM cards because larger
banks are more likely to have ATM programs. Therefore,
states with fewer banks, holding all other factors constant,
should have more ATM cards. However, a decrease in the
number of banks also may decrease the aggregate supply
of ATM transactions by decreasing the number of sup
pliers. (See the Appendix for more detail.)

I also include a statewide concentration ratio on the
right-hand side of the regression.:" This controls for the
competitive effects of bank market structure. It is possible
that a less competitive banking market would lead to a
lower supply of ATM cards. However, since bank services
are a multi-dimensional "good," with many different
characteristics, it is not obvious a priori that a decrease in
competition would decrease the supply of ATM services or
ATM cards in particular.

A binary variable for mandatory sharing enters the
regression by itself and in an interaction term with the
number of banks. The mandatory sharing binary takes a
value of one if a state has mandatory sharing between like
institutions and takes a value of zero otherwise. 32 Whether
there is mandatory sharing between unlike institutions is
not considered.

The interaction term is the product of the mandatory
sharing binary and the natural logarithm of the number of
banks. As such, it allows the effects of an increase in the
number ofbanks to be modified by the binary, and it allows
the effects of a change in the binary variable from zero to
one to be modified by the number of banks. The interaction
term is included on theoretical grounds. If mandatory
sharing is working, it may modify the depressing effect that
an increase in the number of banks, and thus a decrease in
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their average size in terms of depositors, would haveon the
number of ATM cards.

A binary variable indicating the presence of ATM
branching limitations is also included in the regression, by
itself and in an interaction term with the number of
banks.P ATM branching limitations should decrease the
profitability of an ATM program, and may also exacerbate
the effect of a decrease in bank size. For example, if large
banks from metropolitan areas are prohibited from placing
ATMs in communities with small banks that find ATMs
too costly, those communities may haveno access to ATMs
at all.

Unit banking and limited branching laws also may have
some negative effects on the number of ATM cards.
Studies have shown that barriers to entry in the form of
branching restrictions decrease competition in local bank
ing markets. 34 Therefore, unit banking and limited branch
ing binaries are included as indicators of the level of
competition in the local market, in addition to the state
wide concentration measure.

The unit banking and limited branching binaries also
appear in interaction terms with the number of banks.
There are two reasons for including these interaction
terms. First, there is likely to be more dispersion in bank
size in a unit or limited branching state than in a statewide
branching state, all other factors equal. This is because
under statewide branching, banks are freer to seek the
most efficient scale of operations, unconstrained by geo
graphic limitations. The greater size dispersion in states
with narrower branching provisions may mean that aver
age bank size is a less useful measure of the overall scale of
banking operations in the state. Second, if unit banks are
relatively small, on average, then they may want to take
advantage of the "branching" opportunities ATMs can
provide.

The data for all of the state law binary variables are as of
1983 and are reported in Table 4. 35

Regression Results with ATM Cards

The regression results are presented in Table 5. The
population coefficient has the expected positive sign and
is highly significant. The coefficient on the number of
branches has the expected negative sign, and it is highly
significant. The per capita income coefficient is positive,
but significant only at the 10 percent level. The coefficient
on the number of banks is insignificant.

The coefficient on mandatory sharing is positive and
significant at the 10 percent level, while the coefficient on
the mandatory sharing-bank interaction term is negative
and significant at the fivepercent level. This means that the
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overall effect of mandatory sharing will be negative when
ever the number of banks is sufficiently large to cause the
interaction term to outweigh the constant positive effect.

To aid interpretation of the mandatory sharing coeffi
cients, Chart 1compares the predicted effect of an increase
in the number of banks in a mandatory sharing state with
that in a state that does not have mandatory sharing,
holding constant the other explanatory variables at their
sample means and the other legal variables at zero.

The point estimates in Chart 1 show that mandatory
sharing is associated with a decrease in the number of
ATM cards when there are many banks. 36 This decrease is
significant beyond about 270 banks.I? There are nine
mandatory sharing states in the sample with at least 270
banks. At 342 banks, the mean number of banks in
mandatory sharing states, mandatory sharing reduces the
number of ATM cards by about 36 percent.

Three possible explanations can be given for the nega
tive effect of mandatory sharing. First, for the reasons
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discussed above, mandatory sharing may increase the cost
of ATM services. Thus, the growing strength of the
negative effect as the number of banks increases may be
because of member-related network costs, which would be
higherthe smaller are the banks in the state.

Second, mandatory sharing may mostly encourage two
waysharing, thereby eliminating the need for a customer to
hold more than one institution's card in order to use more
than one institution's ATMs. Thus, mandatory sharing
simply may discourage customers from establishing sec
ondarytransaction accounts and obtaining multiple cards,
which they otherwise would do. This argument assumes
that the major reason bank customers hold more than one
transaction account is to obtain relatively small amounts of
cash-at multiple locations. Available evidence indicates,
however, the secondary checking accounts are typically
used for large expenditures that constitute a significant
proportionofa family's spending-" This argument also
implies that an increase in ATM sharing would signifi
cantly reduce the use of secondary checking accounts.
However, between 1984 and 1986 the percent of ATMs
shared increased from 46 percent to 76 percent, and the
proportion of families with secondary checking accounts
increased, from 20 to 22 percent. 39

Third, the existence of mandatory sharing laws may not
cause a reduction in the number of ATM cards, but may
instead be indicative of the existence of other factors, not
included in the regression, that inhibit the establishment
and growth of ATM systems. States with mandatory
sharing laws may have passed them because they knew
their banks would havedifficulty supplying ATMservices.
The negative coefficient on the mandatory sharing-bank

interaction term may merely be an indication that manda
tory sharing did not succeed in overcoming whatever other
forces were depressing the level of ATM services.

A likely left-out factor is some aspect of bank size that
has not been considered. Table 6 shows the results of a
regression of mandatory sharing on a constant and the
number of banks and population. The significant positive
coefficient on the number of banks and the significant
negative coefficient on population indicate a positive
correlation between mandatory sharing laws and small
banks.v'

Mandatory Sharing

Chart 1
The Effect of Mandatory Sharing

on the Number of ATM Cards
Cards

(in thousands)
12,000

10,000

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

0'---"---"-------..1-__...1..-__..1-_---'

Note: Calculations assume mean values for demographic
and structural variables.

20 54.6 148.4 403.4 1096.6 Banks
(Log Scale)
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I hadpresumably controlled forbanksize, but it may be
thatthe numberof.banksandpopulation donotadequately
control for therelevantaspects of banksize. Forinstance,
although thenum\)erofiJanks andpopulation should pretty
closelydetermineJhe .average .number of depositors per
bank ina state, they do notdetermine the distribution of
bank sizes within a state.If mandatory sharing is corre
latedwith particular.sizedistributions in addition tobeing
correlated with particular average sizes, and if size dis
tributionsinfluenqetheJevel ofATM services, thenman
datorysharingmaysimplybereflecting thiscorrelation
and may have no causal effect on the supply of ATM
transactions.

$omeobservers havesuggested thatmandatory sharing
laws were passed under pressure from. small rural banks
hoping to protect their. markets from larger metropolitan
banks.41 If so, .andif small.ruralbankssupply lower levels
ofATM services,.then mandatory sharing would be corre
lated with decreases in the number of ATM cards. There
are several possible reasons small rural banks may be
especially likely to supply lower levels of ATM services.
One is that they are small and distant from large metro
politan banks, so sharing is more costly. Another is that
they may have a protected monopoly market andmay thus
supplylower levels of services thanwould banks in a more
competitive market. Athird reason may beassociated with
the lowpopulation density. Evenif a given ruralbankhas
the same number of depositors as a metropolitan bank, it
will be more costly for it to provide ATMs with the same
level of locational convenience, since its depositors will
be more geographically dispersed than the metropolitan
bank's customers.

Totestwhether mandatory sharing is associated withthe
influences of small rural banks, I reestimated the regres
sion reported in Table 6 with an additional explanatory
variable, the percent of the population in metropolitan
areas. The coefficient on this variable turned out to be
insignificant, while population •and thenumber of banks
remained significant. Although this evidence does not
completely dismiss the rural bank argument, it does cast
some doubt.

Theeffects of unit banking areshown in Chart 2.·Unit
banking ·has a significant negativeeffectup·toabout284
banks.P This may be a consequence of reduced competi
tion in local banking markets in unit banking states. All
otherthings equal, local competition would be lowerin
stateswith fewer banks. Thiswould help explain whythe
negative effects become stronger as the number ofbanks
decreases.

Thepositive effects of unitbanking, as seenin Chart2,
become significant beyond about 1,540banks.v' Texas, a
unit banking state with 1,765 banks in 1987, is the only
state in the sample with at least 1,540 banks. However,
there arenostatesin thesample withthismanybanks, unit
banking, andnoATM placement constraints. Asexplained
below and as seenin Chart2, ATM placement constraints
eliminate the positive effects of unit banking.

Theeffects of ATM limitations in eitherunit or limited
branching statesarenegative andsignificant beyond about
395banks.44 Theeffects of unit bankingand ATM place
mentconstraints together arenegative andsignificant upto
about 395 banks. It is interesting to note that, once ATM
constraints are added, the positive effects of unit banking
disappear. This may be because ATM placement con-

Chart 2
The Effect of Unit Banking and

ATM Constraints on the Number of ATM Cards

Unit Banking
Alone "

403.4 1096.6 Banks
(Log Scale)

148.454.620

Statewide Branching
and no ATM Constraints

~

Cards
(in thousands)
16,000

14,000

12,000

10,000

8,000

6,000

4,000
Unit Banking and

2,000 ATM Constraints"
o

Note: Calculations assume mean values for demographic
and structural variables.
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straints foreclose any opportunity that unit banks would
have to "branch by ATM."

Several alternative specifications of the model were
estimated. When regressions without the interaction terms
were estimated, the coefficient estimate for the mandatory
sharing dummy variable alone was insignificant. This
indicates that bank size does play a role in helping to
explain the effect of mandatory sharing. A regression
using 1987 data for the legal variables also was estimated,
and all ofthe legal variables were found to be insignificant.
This suggests that the effects of regulation work with a lag.

Regression Results with ATM Machines

We have seen that mandatory sharing is associated with
decreases in the number of ATM cards for states with
relatively small banks. However, the number of ATMcards
is only a proxy for the number of ATM transactions.
Below, I have estimated a second regression, this time
with the number of ATM machines as a proxy for ATM
transactions.

I have estimated a regression of roughly the same form
as the ATM cards regression. The explanatory variables in
the regression are defined as before.

The results are presented in Table 7. As before, and
as expected, population and per capita income have posi
tive and highly significant coefficients. The number of
branches has a significant negative coefficient. This time,
though, the coefficients relating to mandatory sharing are
insignificant.

This result makes it difficult to draw inferences regard
ing the effect that mandatory sharing may have on the

Chart 3
The Effect of Unit Banking

on the Number of ATMs

Unit Banking

Statewide Branching

ATMs
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Note: Calculations assume mean values for demographic
and structural variables.
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numberof ATM transactions. We already know that man
datory sharing has a significant negative effect on the
numberof ATM cards,and weassume thatATM cards ana
transactions volume are. positively correlated. We also
know that, across networks at least, ATM machines and
monthly transactions are very strongly correlated."

One possibility is that the numberof ATMs in a state is
not a verygoodmeasureof the numberof transactions in a
state. There may be more uniformity in the relationship
between growth in ATMs and growth in transactions
withinnetworks than withinstates because networks seek
an efficient level of operations across state lines. Thus,
the close relationship between machines and transactions
within networks may not hold within states.

Alternatively, changesin the numberof cardsmay more

sensitively measure changes in the number of transac
tions than do changes in the number of ATMs. Any
given percent change in transactions volume is likely
to be represented by a percent change in cards that is
greaterthantheconcomitant percentchangeinthe number
ofATMs.

The effects of unit banking are shown in Chart 3. Unit
bankinghas a significantly negative effecton the number
of ATMs up to about 254 banks and has a significantly
positive effectbeyond about1,236banks. Again, Texas is
theonly state in thesamplewithat least this manybanks.
The positive effect may be due to ATMs serving as a
substitute for traditional branches in states with small
unit banks.

IV. Conclusion
As of September 1983, 23 states had instituted manda

tory sharing statutes that required banks to share their
ATMs with any other banks that wished to do so. The
purposeof theselaws was to ensurethatsmallbankswould
be able to offer their customers access to ATM systems.
Since ATM systems were perceived to be subject to
significant economies of scale, small banks feared that
without mandatory sharing, only large banks would be
able to participate in proprietary or shared ATM networks.
There is some evidence that the cost structures of both
sharedandproprietary ATM systems dopossess character
istics that make it difficult for small banks to gain access
to ATMs.

However, mandatory sharing does notappearto accom
plish its goal. It either directly decreases the number
of ATM access cards in the hands of depositors, or it
simplydoes not sufficiently counteract negative indepen
dent forces that were left out of the regression and with
whichmandatory sharing is correlated. If the "reasonable
fee" clause in mandatory sharing statutes does not in
fact constrain the fee-setting behavior of shared network
owners in mandatory sharing states, then there must be
some such independent factor, correlated with mandatory
sharing, that reduces the numberof ATM cards.

One such independent factor may be the presence of a
large number of rural banks. However, there was no
statistical supportforthis possibility. Although mandatory
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sharing is correlated with the presence of banks with few
depositors, it is notcorrelated withthe degreeof urbaniza
tion of the population. Moreover, bank size, as measured
by number of depositors, was controlled for in the ATM
cardsregression. Therefore, thenegative effects of manda
tory sharing do not appear to be due to rural banks.

Although mandatory sharing does nothave a significant
effecton the numberof ATMs, it does reduce the number
of cards, suggesting that mandatory sharing may be in
creasing the costandpriceof ATM transactions, ormay be
associated with such an increase. Thus, it is possible that
mandatory sharing does givesmallbank customers access
to ATM machines, but onlyat a significantly higherprice
for all customers. Mandatory sharing does not appear to
be able to legislate away the higher ATM costs faced by
smallbanks.

Unit banking has a significantly negative effecton the
numberof ATM cardsin stateswithbanksof largeaverage
size, andapositive effectin thepresenceofrelatively small
banks,butthepositive effectis reducedto insignificance if
there are also ATM placement constraints. These results
areconsistent withthe view thatunitbanking is associated
with reduced competition, higherprices, and lower serv
ice. The fact that unit banking has a significant nega
tive effect on the number of ATM machines in states
with banks of large average size also is consistent with
this view.
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NOTES

1. Commercial banks, savings and loans, and credit
unions all have ATM programs. However, most ATMs are
owned by banks.
2. Source: Kutler (July 22, 1988). The number of access
cards is one measure of the scale of long-run demand for
ATM services. The Electronic Funds Transfer Act, passed
inNovember 1978 as an addition to the Consumer Credit
Protection Act, states that a financial institution may issue
a validatedaccess card to a consumer only in response to
an<oral or written request or application for the card.
(Source: Regulation E, 12 C.F.R., Section 205.5(a)(1)).
Invalidated cards may be distributed unsolicited, but the
customer has to sign and return a form in order for the card
to be validated for use. Therefore, the number of cards
provides a better measure of the number of people that
expect to use an ATM at least once than if validated cards
could be distributed unsolicited.
3. American Banker(1988).

4. Kutler (September 30,1988).
5. The group that reports the 54 percent figure states that
out of all ATM cardholders, 13percent never use ATMs,46
percent use them less than once a week and 41 percent
use them at least once a week. In contrast, two thirds of
cardholders over 54 years of age report either neverusing
ATMs or using them less than once a month. Only 22
percent of the total population use ATMs at least once a
week.
6. BankNetwork News (November 10, 1988).
7. Informal surveys indicate that consumer demand for
ATMtransaction services is fairly insensitive to direct fees.
Although studies of actual ATM use are not available, in a
1988survey of customers who use ATM cards, 35 percent
of those who pay fees said the fees caused them to cut
back on their use of ATMs and 43 percent said fees did not
do so, while 19 percent said they had always paid fees
and 3 percent were unsure whether they paid fees.
(Source: Kutler, September 30, 1988.) Another survey
concluded that customers were not too price sensitive
around a charge of about 30 cents. (Source: Herscher,
1988.)
8. American Banker (1988).
9. Avery, et a/. (1987).
10. Source: Kutler (September 30, 1988).
11. See, for example, Kantrow (1989), Herscher (1988),
and ABABankingJournal (1988).
12. Berger (1985).
13. American Banker (December 12, 1988).
14. "Electronic Funds Transfer Cost Models and Pricing
Strategies," David A. Walker, Journal of Economics and
Business, Fall 1980, pp. 61-65.

15. The network logos on the back of a customer's ATM
card tell the customer that he has access to machines
displaying those logos, as well as his own bank's ma
chines. Different customers of the same bank may have
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different logos on their cards. It is nonetheless a fair
generalization that there is universal access for all card
holding customers of all banks in the network.

Also, it should be pointed out that a bank need not
necessarily own any ATMs itself in order to belong to a
shared network.
16. Many shared networks operate across state lines.
17. American Bankers Association (1987), p. 21.
18. Bank Network News (November 24, 1988).
19. Avery, et a/. (1987), p. 186.
20. TransData Corporation (1987).
21..Cox (1989).

22-. Source: Conference of State Bank Supervisors (1984).
More recent data are available, and some changes in
state laws have occurred since 1983, but these are the
data that were used for the regressions.

Mandatory sharing laws are not completely uniform.
Some states require sharing between like institutions, for
example, banks with banks, but not between unlike institu
tions, for example, banks with savings and loans. All
states that address the topic, however, at least permit
sharing between like institutions. Furthermore, Nebraska
is the only state that explicitly prohibits sharing between
unlike institutions, though it allows third parties to own,
operate, and maintain shared systems between unlike
institutions.

Most states that have mandatory sharing do not require
sharing with out-of-state banks which request it. Those
states that do not explicitly restrict mandatory sharing to
in-state banks appear to be those which, under separate
statutes, prohibit customers of out-of-state banks from
using ATMs belonging to in-state state chartered banks.
23. The information on case law is from Baxter, et a/.
(1977), pp. 138-140.
24. Baxter, eta/. (1977), pp. 141-143.
25. Einhorn (1988), p. 44.

26. However, as far as development costs go, initial
owners of ATMs or participants in a network can expect
the courts to uphold their right to demand some compen
sation for these expenses from any new members. See
Baxter et a/. (1977), p. 141.

27. This measure of bank size differs from the traditional
measures that use assets or deposits.
28. The figures for ATM cards do not include credit cards
that may be able to access a line of credit for cash. The
card data were obtained from a private consulting firm.
29. Network-level data on both the number of ATMs and
transaction volume are available. These data show a
strong positive relationship between the number of ma
chines and transaction volume. In a regression of the log
of ATM transactions on a constant and the log of the
number of ATMs, the adjusted R2 was .8, and the coeffi
cient on the number of ATMs was estimated to be 1.01,
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with a t-statistic of 19.98. Assuming this relationship holds
at the level of individual states, it appears that the number
of machines is a good proxy for transaction volume.
30. The number of banks and number of branches were
obtained from the year-end 1987ReportsofCondition and
Income (Federal Financial Institutions Examination Coun
cil (1987». Population and percapita income in thousands
in 1987were obtained from the U.S. Bureau ofthe Census
(1989).

Neither the mean age of the population nor variables
indicating the age distribution of the population were
found to be significant in preliminary regressions. There
fore, age variables were excluded from the final reported
regression.

31. The concentration ratio is the total share of deposits
held by the four largest banking organizations in thestate.
Itwas obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System (1988).

32. I classified New Jersey as a mandatory sharing state,
even though it was classified as a non-mandatory sharing
state in the data source. I did so, because, as noted in a
footnote in that source, sharing may be required by the
New Jersey Banking Commissioner if the institution re
questing to share maintains a principal, branch, or mini
branch office within 5 miles of the proposed terminal
location.
33. The limited ATM placement dummy variable takes a
value of one if ATMs are not allowed to be placed state
wide and zero otherwise. If the state has no statute or a
silent statute regarding this topic, this dummy was given a
value of zero. Louisiana, which allows statewide place
ment of ATMs only if they are shared, was assigned a
value of one for this dummy. .

34. For a review of these types of studies, see McCall
(1980).
35. Data for mandatory sharing laws and ATM branching
laws were obtained from the Conference of State Bank
Supervisors (1984). Data for traditional branching laws
were obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System (1984).
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36. Because of the log-linear specification of the regres
sion, proportional changes in predicted values matter, not
arithmetic differences in predicted values. This should be
kept in mind when viewing Chart 1. Statistical tests reveal
that the positive effects of mandatory sharing that appear
in Chart 1 are insignificant.
37. The linear combination of coefficient estimates, B6 +
B8*ln(banks),wastested for sign and significance at
values ofln(banks) between 1 and 8 (banks between
about 3 and 2980).

All positive values of B6 + B8*ln(banks) were found to
be insignificant. Negative values of B6 + B8*ln(banks)
were found to be significant at a 5 percent level at and
beyondln(banks) = 5.6 (banks = 270).

The sample range for the number of banks is from 11
(Alaska) to 1,765(Texas).
38. Averyetal. (1986).
39. Avery et a/. (1987).
40. The high correlation between mandatory sharing and
small banks may help to explain why the coefficient on
BANKS is insignificant. There may not be enough states
with both small banks and no mandatory sharing to obtain
a good estimate of the coefficient on BANKS.
41. Baxter et a/. (1977), p. 139.
42. Montana, North Dakota, West Virginia, and Wyoming
are the unit banking states in the sample with fewer than
284 banks.
43. At 602 banks, the mean number of banks in unit
banking states, the effects of unit banking are insig
nificant.
44. The specification of the model assumes that the ef
fects of ATM placement constraints in statewide branch
ing states also would be negative and significant beyond
about 395 banks. However, because there are no such
states, this result is doubtful.
45. See note 29.
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APPENDIX

by definition.
Substituting from(3) and (4) into (2), and simplifying,

we arrive at:

AGE = meanage, and
OFFICES = total bank offices (mainbank of-

fices plus branches).

Theerrortermn is assumed tobe normally distributed with
mean zero. All of the right-hand-side variables in (2)
except for PRICE are assumed to be exogenous. The
coefficients b2 and b3 should be positive, while b4, b5,
and b6 should be negative.

Setting S in (1) equaltoD in (2) allows us to solvefor
PRICE. Substituting this solution back into (2), we elimi
natePRICE from the. equation for ATM transactions.Two
further assumptions are madein order to arrive at the final
reduced form that-is estimated. First, the. SIZE variable
should depend negatively on BANKS and positively on
POP-. It is.assumed that SIZE is a non-stochastic function
of BANKS and POP:

SIZE = kl*BANKS + k2*POP, (3)

where kl is negative and k2 is positive. Second,

ATM transactions = Al + A2*POP + A3*PCINC +
A4*AGE + A5*BANKS + A6*BRANCHES +
A7*MAND + A8*ATMLIM +
A9*(MAND)(BANKS) + AI0*(MAND)(POP) +
All *(ATMLIM)(BANKS) + AI2*(ATMLIM)(POP) +
AI3*(UNIT)(BANKS) + AI4*(UNIT)(POP) +
AI5*(LIM)(BANKS) + AI6*(LIM)(POP) +
AI7*CONC + AI8*UNIT + A19* LIM +W, (5)

where W is an error term.
A regression of this form was estimated, and AGEand

all of the population interaction terms were found to
be insignificant. Eliminating them did not significantly
change either the size or significance of the remaining
variables' coefficients, so these variables were dropped
from the final regressions.

The final reduced form is then:

ATM transactions = Bl + B2*POP +B3*PCINC +
B4*BANKS + B5*BRANCHES + B6*MAND .+
B7*ATMLIM + B8*(MAND)(BANKS) +
B9*(ATMLIM)(BANKS) + BlO*(UNIT)(BANKS) +
Bll*(LIM)(BANKS) + BI2*CONC + B13*UNIT +
BI4*LIM + Z, (6)

where Z is an error term.

Derivation of Reduced Form
of the ATM'ftansactions Model

Assume thatall variables arein logform. Theaggregate
supply of ATM transactions in a state is given by:

S = al + a2*BANKS + a3*SIZE + a4*MAND +
a5*ATMLIM + a6*MANDSIZE +
a7*ATMLSIZE + a8*UNITSIZE +
a9*LIMSIZE + alO*CONC +all*UNIT
aI2*LIM + a13*PRICE + e. (1)

where BANKS is the number of banks,
SIZE is the average size of a bank, in terms of
number of depositors,
MANDisa binary variable indicating thepresence
or absenceof mandatory sharing,
ATMLIM is a binary variable indicating the pres
ence or absence of limitations on "branching by
ATM,"
UNITis a binaryvariable indicating thepresence or
absence of unit banking,
LIM is a binary variable indicating the presence or
absence of limited branching,
CONC = thedegree ofconcentration of thestate-

widebanking market
MANDSIZE = (MAND)(SIZE),
ATMLSIZE = (ATMLIM)(SIZE),
UNITSIZE = (UNIT)(SIZE),
LIMSIZE = (LIM)(SIZE), and
PRICE = priceof an ATM transaction.

The errorterme is assumed tobe normally distributed with
mean zero.

All the right-hand side variables except for PRICE are
assumed to be exogenous. The variables UNIT and LIM
are included as indicators of local market structure, in
addition to the measure of statewide market structure,
CONC. The bank size interaction terms are included
because the effectof changes in bank size maydepend on
whether or not laws regarding branching and ATM place
ment are in place.

The signs of many of the coefficients are uncertain a
priori. However, a2, a3 and a13 should all be positive.

The aggregate demand for ATM transactions is given
by:

D = bl + b2*POP + b3*PCINC + b4*AGE +
b5*OFFICES + b6*PRICE + n, (2)

where POP = state population,
PCINC = per capita income

OFFICES = BANKS + BRANCHES, (4)
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The coefficients BI through Bl4 are functions of al
through a13, bl through b6 and kl and k2. Given the
assumptions about the signs of a2, a3, alO, a13 and b2
through b6, B2 and B3 should be positive, and B5 should
be negative. The sign of B4 is ambiguous because of the
coexistence of a positive direct effect of an increase in the
number of banks on the aggregate supply of ATM transac-

tions and a negative effect of an increase in the number of
banks on the size of banks.

The coefficients B6, B7, B12, B13 and Bl4 willhave the
same signs as a4, as, alO, all and a12, respectively. The
coefficients B8, B9, BlO and Bll will have signs opposite
from those of a6, a7, a8 and a9, respectively.
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